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SUMMARY

Flow in a generic ventral nozzle system was studied experimentally and
analytically with the PARC3D computational fluid dynamics program (a full
Navier-Stokes equations solver) in order to evaluate the program's ability to
predict system performance and internal flow patterns. A generic model of a
tailpipe with a rectangular ventral nozzle, about one-third of full size, was
tested with unheated air at steady-state pressure ratios up to 4.0. The end
of the tailplpe was closed to simulate a blocked exhaust nozzle. Measurements
showed about 5_-percent flow-turnlng loss and reasonable nozzle performance
coefficients. The flow turned more than the deslgned 90 °, causing an aftward
axial component in the total thrust. Flow behavior Into and through the ven-
tral duct is discussed and illustrated wlth paint streak flow visualization
photographs. PARC3D graphic images are shown for comparison with the experi-
ment photographs. The program successfully predlcted internal flow patterns;
it also computed thrust and dlscharge coefficients within 1 percent of measured
values.

INTRODUCTION

Improved short takeoff and vertlcal landlng (STOVL) aircraft, such as
those shown in artists' sketches in figure I, are planned for possible future

development. For these aircraft the same propulslon system will provide power
for lift and hover as well as for supersonlc horizontal flight. The propulsion

system must have engines with hlgh thrust to weight ratio, efflcient gas duct-

ing and thrusters, large, reliable valves and seals, and integrated engine and

flight controls. To develop the required technology for aircraft of this type,
the NASA Lewis Research Center is conducting important programs in mission

analysis, integrated controls, lift thrusters, and hot gas reingestlon in hover

flight.

When the STOVL propulsion system is operating in the lift mode, the rear

jet nozzle will be blocked, and valves will be opened to duct engine exhaust

gases to two or more thrusters dlrected downward. In many proposed conflgura-
tions one of the llft thrusters will be a ventral nozzle. A typical arrange-

ment is sketched in figure 2. The ventral nozzle draws mixed core and fan

gases from the engine tailplpe through a valve and opening having no inlet

turning vanes. Close coupling is necessary because the valve and the nozzle



must be wholly contained within the fuselage. The ventral nozzle also may be
vectored to provide trim or pitch control.

In an ongoing Lewis program ventral nozzle performance is being studled
experlmentally and analytlcally. A generlc model tailplpe wlth a single large
rectangular ventral nozzle, about one-thlrd of full size, was built and was
tested with unheated alr. A blind flange at the end of the tailpipe simulated
a blocked exhaust nozzle. Analytical performance of the sametailplpe/ventral
nozzle configuration was modeled and studied wlth a computational fluid dynam-
ics (CFD) code called PARC3Don a Cray Y-MPcomputer. A block version of
PARC3Dwas used to simplify construction of the computational grid and to
reduce the computer requirements for a fairly complex geometry. In this
approach one computational grid block was used to represent the taiIplpe and
another to represent the ventral duct and nozzle.

The major objectives of the work reported herein were to expand under-
standing of ventral flow turning by appropriate tests, and to evaluate the
ability of the chosen computational grid and CFDcode to predict the experimen-
tal performance. The results are shownin performance plots for steady-state
ratios of tailplpe to ambient pressure up to 4.0, internal paint streak flow
vlsuallzatlon photographs, and CFDgraphic images for direct comparison with
the experiment photographs.

APPARATUSANDINSTRUMENTATION

Test Stand

The model was tested at the PoweredLlft Facility (PLF) at Lewis. The PLF
Is a unique outdoor stand deslgned to measure simultaneous axial (thrust), llft

(pitch), and side (yaw) forces up to 25 000 Ib (110 kN). The stand was sup-

plied wlth unheated air from the central system at 150-psl <lO00-kPa) pressure.
Airflow was controlled by a valve in the facility inlet llne. Flow rate was

measured wlth an ASME Iong-radlus nozzle. The model mounted on the PLF stand

is shown in figure 3. The model was mounted with the ventral nozzle dlscharg-

Ing upward for operational convenience.

Mode]

A sketch of the model tailpipe and ventral nozzle is shown In figure 4. A

slmple, uncomplicated deslgn was chosen in order to make the CFD computational

grid easy and accurate. The tailplpe was 13.5 In. (34.3 cm) in diameter, whlch

is about one-third the size of many current mllltary engines. The model was

connected to the 24-in. (61-cm) diameter facillty mounting flange through a

conlcal-plus-cylindrlcal transition section. Thls section contained two honey-

comb flow straighteners and one fine-mesh screen, just ahead of the model,
deslgned to provide uniform inflow. The screen was 14 mesh by O.O09-in.

(O.23-mm) wire, and on the basis of results reported in reference l, was

Felled on to reduce free-stream turbulence intensity to less than I/2 percent.

In addltlon, a toothed metal strip, shown in figure 5, protruded 0.06 in.

(I.5 mm) from the wall to ensure that the inflow boundary layer was turbulent.

A b11nd flange was located two tallplpe diameters downstream of the ventral



opening to slmulate a blocked exhaust nozzle. The rectangular convergent ven-
tral nozzle was mounted on a duct 0.89 tallplpe diameter long (measured from
the tallplpe centerllne). The Intersectlng edges of the ventral duct and tall-
pipe, at the ventral cutout, were not rounded.

An optional flow vlsuallzatlon plate, 0.06 in. (1.5 mm) thick, could be

mounted on the vertical center1|ne (a plane of symmetry) of the model over the

ventral opening. The plate extended one tailplpe dlameter downstream of the

opening to capture flow patterns in the ta|Iplpe. The plate was not installed

for performance tests or flow vlsuaIizatlon photographs of the tailplpe and
ventral duct walls.

Instrumentation

The model instrumentation stations are shown in figure 4. Tailplpe pres-

sure was measured with five total-pressure tubes on each of four equally spaced

rakes at station 5. Ventral nozzle inlet pressure was measured with 24 total-

pressure tubes arranged uniformly in the duct at station 6. The wall pressure

at several 1ocatlons on the model was measured with static-pressure taps. Ven-

tral nozzle exit flow conditions were measured by probes, sketched in figure 6,

driven across the nozzle just downstream of the exit plane by an electrlc actu-

ator. For one test the three-tipped probe was used to map the pitot-pressure

distribution. For another test the calibrated conical probe was used to meas-

ure total pressure as well as flow angles, relative to the probe tip, as func-

tions of the pressures measured at each of the flve ports. Airflow, forces,
air temperature, and ambient conditions were measured by facillty Instrumenta-

tion systems using calibrated load cells and other conventlonal transducers.

PROCEDURE

Performance Tests

After force system tares had been obtained, steady-state thrust and air-
flow performance were measured at several ratios of tallplpe to amblent pres-

sure (PR5) up to 4.0. The data were recorded on the central laboratory system

and batch processed on a mainframe computer.

Exit Surveys

The flow-angle probe and total-pressure rake data were obtained at selected

locations in the exit flow (station 6B) at PR5 = 3. The data were processed

along with the performance test data.

Flow Visualizatlon

After the optional flow visualization plate has been installed, dabs of
thlck oily paint were laid on the plate with a syringe in a grid-like pattern.
In order to minimize transient flow effects, airflow was started quickly, held
at PR5 = 3 for 1 min, then quickly shut down. Flow caused the paint to run
along streamllnes, and the resultlng streaks provided a clear picture of the
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Flow pattern. A similar procedure was Followed wlthout the plate Installed to
obtain Flow visualization photographs at the ventral duct walls.

COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS

A major objective In these studies was to evaluate the ability of a chosen

computatlonal grld and CFD code to predict the internal flow patterns and over-

all performance of a ventral nozzle system. To this end, the PARC3D code was

chosen From among several candidates, and the same taI1plpe/ventral nozzle con-
figuration used For the experimental work was modeled as described in the fol-

lowing paragraphs. (A more detailed discussion of the CFD code, procedures,
and computational results Is given in reference 2.)

Computational Grld

Because the experlmental configuration had a geometric plane of symmetry,

only one of the symmetric halves was modeled. A single contiguous computa-

tlonal grid would have been very difficult to use to model both the tailpipe
and the ventral system because they are normal to each other. Therefore, the

grld model was divided into two blocks. The tallplpe made up one block, which

was modeled by using an O-grld. The O-grld consisted of concentric circles

parallel to the tailplpe surface and radial llnes perpendlcular to the surface.

The ventral ducts and nozzle made up the other block and were modeled by using

an H-grld. The H-grld consisted of lines parallel and perpendicular to the
walls. Thls approach provided body-conforming grids for each block. A "wire"

dlagram of the grld model is shown in figure 7; a photograph of the experlmen-
tal model is shown For comparison.

PARC3D Code

The PARC3D code was orlginally developed at the NASA Ames Research Center

to analyze external flows. It solves the three-dlmenslonal, compresslble-flow
Navier-Stokes equatlons and Includes a turbulence model. The code later was

modified at the U.S. Air Force Arnold Englneering Development Center for use

with internal flows. Trlllnear interpolation was used to exchange computatlonal
informatlon between the two modellng blocks. The code was run on the Cray Y-MP

computer with 101x51xSl grld points per block.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results are presented in terms of the ratio of tailplpe to ambient

pressure (PRS) unless otherwise stated. For jet engine app11catlons this pres-
sure ratlo must be held constant during ventral system use to keep the engine

running at the same operating point.

Ventral System Performance

The gas stream loses energy in turning from the tallpipe into the ventral
duct, resulting in decreased average total pressure. For STOVL aircraft the
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flow-turnlng loss can 11mlt the maximum available ventral thrust during hover

fllght. The loss measured |n the model tested, shown in figure 8, was about

5_ percent when the tailpipe pressure ratlo was greater than 2. The loss com-

puted by the PARC3D program at PR5 = 2.96 was only slightly higher. This mag-
nitude should be typical of ventral system designs of thls general type and

size. Turning vanes or a rounded shape at the ventral inlet could reduce the

loss, but might be dlfflcult to package In a small space along with a shutoff
valve and other hardware needed at the tailpipe opening. The data In figure 8

show that the loss Is less at lower tailpipe pressure ratios. This trend

implles that flow-turnlng loss is dependent on tallplpe velocity or Mach num-
ber; therefore, the loss should be lower in other similar configurations with

smaller ventral nozzles.

Both the measured and analytical system performance is given in flgure 9.

For thls figure the coefficients are defined as follows:

(I) Discharge coefficient: the measured flow rate divided by the ideal
flow rate at the same inlet conditions and pressure ratio

(2) Total thrust coefflcient: the measured total thrust divided by the

ideal thrust produced by the measured flow at the same inlet condltions

and pressure ratlo

For the ventral system tested the discharge and thrust coefflcients based on
tailpipe condltions, shown by the open symbols in flgures 9(a) and (b), are
lower than usual for a slmple conical nozzle, but thls effect is due to the
flow-turning loss. The coefficients rise to more normal levels when computed
in the conventional manner, by using the averaged nozzle inlet total pressure
ratio (PR6) as shown by the solid symbols. The PARC3D results and the experi-
mental data are in excellent agreement. Both the measured and CFD-predlcted
forces show a negative thrust component, although the ventral nozzle axis was
normal to the tailpipe centerline. This force is interpreted to mean that the

jet had effectively turned more than 90 °, as plotted in flgure 9(c). The axial
force measured 7 to 10 percent of the ventral nozzle total thrust (fig. 9(d));

the PARC3D-computed force was 7 percent. In a STOVL aircraft the axial force
would tend to accelerate the craft backward but could be overcome by vectoring

the ventral nozzle or by opening some other thruster to produce a counteract-

ing force.

Flow Behavior

In this dlscusslon the words "upstream" and "front" are used Interchange-
ably to refer to the forward wall of a ventral system installed in an alrcraft
as illustrated in flgure 2. In like manner, the words "downstream" and "rear"
are used to refer to the aft wall. The results presented here are for a
steady-state tailplpe pressure ratio, PR5 = 3. The Mach number at station 5
measured 0.33 on the ventral side of the tailpipe and 0.27 on the opposite
side. The difference was mainly due to a slight wall-pressure gradient. Other
studies (refs. 2 to 4) have shown that a circumferentlal static-pressure gradi-
ent induced by the ventral opening does not persist far upstream and therefore
would not cause problems related to turblne backpressure unless the ventral
opening was located very close to the turbine.

Flow entering ventral duct. - In order to understand the manner in whlch



flow turned from the taI1plpe into the ventral openlng, a test was made with

the optlonal flow vlsuaIIzatlon plate Installed as 111ustrated In figure 4.

The paint streaks resultlng from thls test, along with the veloclty fleld
computed with the PARC3D code on the model plane of symmetry, are shown In

figure 10. The paint streaks on the plate show that the flow dld not turn

sharply but rather spllt so that some of the flow made a smooth turn Into the

openlng while some impacted the taI1plpe wall to form a stagnation point slightly

downstream of the opening. The impacted flow then split, with some flowing

back Into the ventral opening and some flowing farther Into the tailpipe. In

the tallplpe It clrculated In a c1ockwlse direction and returned upstream along

the wall opposite the ventral opening. The PARC3D results glve the same gen-

eral flow patterns and further show that the reclrculatlng flow was moving

along almost al] the tailplpe surface at falrly low veloclty. The wall flow
could affect the coolIng-alr requirements for ventral systems in STOVL air-

craft. The velocity vectors indicate that In the ventral duct the flow was

separated from the upstream wall. The separated region was confirmed by meas-
ured wall pressures, which were lowest on the upstream wall. The flow contin-

ued to turn as it flowed through the duct. Continued turning suggests that

the flow condition at the ventral nozzle inlet could be Influenced by the

length and shape of the duct, which, in turn, would affect the total perform-

ance of the ventral system.

Although the flow patterns have been described in two-dimensional terms,

in fact the flow was highly three dimensional and many secondary and vortex-
like flows existed, as discussed In the next section.

Flow along ventral duct walls. - For another flow vlsuallzatlon test the

optional plate on the tallpipe centerIIne was removed, and dabs of thick oily

paint were laid on the ventral duct and nozzle walls. The next several figures

show paint streak photographs from thls test and corresponding particle trajec-
tories computed by the PARC3D code. A particle trajectory Is the path that a

massless particle would take as it flowed through the ventral system. Although

trajectorles were computed only for one of the symmetric halves, in the follow-

ing dlscusslon a mirror image of each trajectory is assumed to exist in the

other half. The mirror image Is Included In the figures to asslst in comparing
the experimental and analytical results. The paint streaks and particle tra-

Jectories obtalned on the front ventral wall are shown in figure 11. Both show

that the separated region consisted of twln counterrotatlng vortices that drew

flow from the outer corners and returned It to the tailpipe near the center-

line. Static pressures measured on the forward wail were low, indicating hlgh-
veloclty flow. A partlc]e trajectory plot of the flow from the tailplpe wall

(flg. 12) Illustrates how flow caught in one of these vortices moved toward
the ventral nozzle exit.

Both the paint streaks and the partlcIe trajectories on the side walls
(flg. 13) show that the air flowed out of the ventral duct and toward the vor-

tices at the upstream wall. In the front corners the alr turned along the wall
toward the nozzle.

Two distinct flow fields can be seen on the rear ventral duct wall

(flg. 14). Near the tallplpe cutout, alr that entered the duct openlng from

the downstream part of the tailplpe (flg. IO) set up a reclrculatlon reglon

revealed by the paint streaks aimed back to the cutout. Thls flow may have

been weak because the palnt collected on the sharp edge of the cutout. The

recircuIatlon was also seen in the velocity vector field computed by the PARC3D



program (not shown here) and In the particle trajectories. The main flow, how-
ever, went directly along the wall toward the ventral nozzle.

Figure 15 shows the ventral nozzle, looklng from the duct toward the exit.

The paint streaks show that the air flowed straight through the nozzle except
near the forward wall, where crossflow from the twln vortices described previ-

ously is clearly evident. These streaks indicate that the flow leaving the
nozzle was not unlform and may st|ll have contained nonaxial components, wh|ch

detracted from nozzle total thrust.

Nozzle exit flow. - A flow-angle survey was made in the nozzle exit flow

with a conventional conical probe (fig. 6(b)) that had direction-sensing pres-

sure ports. Although thls survey was made at PR5 = 1.69 (stream Mach number,

0.9) because the probe was not calibrated for supersonic flow, the results are

indlcatlve of the exit flow at hlgher pressure ratios. Two survey traverses

at the exit plane were made: one near an outboard edge of the nozzle

(fig. 16(a)), and the other near the plane of symmetry (flg. 16(b)). Near the

outboard edge there was little or no pressure loss except near the forward noz-

zle 1ip. The flow dlrection was outboard and forward in the aft part of the
nozzle and inboard and forward In the front part. Near the plane of symmetry

the measured total pressure was as much as 15 percent less that the average

statlon 5 pressure. The flow dlrectlons were similar to the directions nearer
the outboard edge, but the flow angles were greater. The results show that the

flow leaving the nozzle was still trying to "fi11 in" the lower-density region
at the center of the upstream wa11. Although not measured, mirror images of

these patterns must exist on the other side of the plane of symmetry. On that
basls, the yaw veloclty components would cancel but cause a net thrust loss,

but the axial components would remain and add to cause a net thrust In the
reverse (downstream) dlrectlon. These data, then, corroborate and explain the

axial force measured by the facility load cells, prevlously shown in figure 11.

An additional survey of the nozzle exit flow was made with a rake that had

three pressure-sensing tips (fig. 6(a)). The data from thls survey were proc-
essed Into a pressure contour map at the exit plane, which Is shown in fig-

ure 17 together with a simllar map computed by the PARC3D code. As in some of

the preceding figures, only one of the symmetric halves is shown. Results are

given for PR5 = 3. The analytlcal map always shows true total pressure, but
the experimental data are pitot pressures, which are less than true total pres-

sure by the normal shock loss at the tip in supersonic flow and by measurement

errors when the flow angle relative to the tip was greater than about 15°.

Nevertheless, the maps are In excellent agreement: both show strong flow in

the rear part of the nozzle and an oval-shaped region of weaker flow in the

front part.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Experimental and analytlcal flow studies of the same generic model tail-

pipe and ventral nozzle have been made. The model was about one-thlrd of full
size, and the end was closed to simulate a blocked exhaust nozzle. Test data

were obtained up to a ratlo of tailpipe to ambient pressure of 4.0. The ana-

lytlcal work was done by using the PARC3D computational fluid dynamics program

on a Cray Y-MP computer to predict the internal flow patterns and overall ven-

tral system performance. The major results of these studies are as follows:



1. About 5_-percent flow-turnlng total-pressure loss was measured |n the

model tested. Thls result is expected to be typical of full-slze systems of

similar geometry, but the loss should be lower for smaller ventral nozzles or

systems wlth entrance flow-turnlng devlces.

2. Ventral nozzle flow and thrust coefficients were normal considering the

measured flow-turnlng loss.

3. A reverse (directed downstream) thrust component was measured, although

the ventral nozzle axis was normal to the tallplpe centerllne. Thls indicates
that the flow turned more than the intended 90°.

4. Paint streak flow visualization photographs and other data showed that
a Iow-denslty reglon of separated vortical flow occurred at the upstream wall

of the ventral duct. Flow was strong In the downstream part of the duct and

tended to move toward the upstream wall From both the slde and rear walls.

This pattern persisted through the nozzle exit and caused the axial component

measured by the thrust system.

5. The modellng technique and the PARC3D computatlonal code dld a thor-

oughly capable Job of analyzing Internal flow patterns and predIctlng system
performance. Analytlcal results were very slmilar to the flow vlsuallzatlon

photographs and the exlt plane pressure contour map, and the predlcted thrust

and flow coefflclents were within I percent of the measured values.
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FIGURE 10. - FLOW PATTERNS ENTERING VENTRAL DUCT.
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FIGURE 11. - FLOW VISUALIZATION ON VENTRAL DUCT FRONT WALL.
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FIGURE 12. - PARTICLE TRAJECTORY SHOWING VORTEX FLOg NEAR UPSTREA/q VENTRAL

DUCT WALL.
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FIGURE 13. - FLOW VISUALIZATION ON VENTRAL DUCT SIDE WALL.
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FIGURE 14. - FLOW VISUALIZATION ON VENTRAL DUCT DOWNSTREAM WALL,
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FIGURE 15. - PAINT STREAK FLOW VISUALIZATION ON VENTRAL NOZZLE. VIEW LOOKING FROM

DUCT TOWARD NOZZLE EXIT.
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FIGURE 16. - VENTRAL NOZZLE EXIT FLOW CONDITIONS. RATIO OF TAILPIPE TO AI'IDIEHT PRESSURE, PRS, 1.69.
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(a) EXPERIMENTAL PITOT PRESSURE.

FIGURE 17. - NOZZLE EXIT PLANE PRESSURE CONTOURS.
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